a A likelihood ratio test was conducted for each categorical independent variable (comparing the base model presented above to a model without that independent variable) to assess for the statistical significance of adjusting for the covariate of interest in its entirety; the results are-age: p<0.001; race: p<0.001; insurance: p<0.001; major diagnostic category: p<0.001; hospital bed #: p=0.75; geographic region: p=0.60 b discharge quarter is entered into model as a simple linear predictor here as the multilevel model evaluating the piecewise association of discharge quarter and daily CXR use did not converge; this odds-ratio reflects the average quarterly odds of use over time and does not take into account the more complex relationship of discharge date and daily CXR use due to the introduction of new guidelines in December, 2011 (see eFigure 3) -included as MV for 8 days and receiving a daily CXR as had one for 7 of the first 7 days of MV; patient 3-included as MV for 4 days and receiving a daily CXR as had one for the first 3 of the 4 days of MV (last day is excluded from "daily" calculation); patient 4-included as MV for 7 days and not receiving a daily CXR as did not receive one on days 3 and 4 of MV; patient 5-excluded because MV started after hospital day 7 (and not for 3+ days); patient 6-included as MV for 7 days and receiving a daily CXR as had one for 7 of the first 7 days of MV Results from the primary multilevel multivariable model (without interaction terms) for hospital-level factors found to have an interaction with discharge quarter-bed number, p<0.05 for all groups; geographical region, p<0.001 for all groups-are presented. Teaching status (p=0.17) and urban community (p=0.35) did not demonstrate a significant interaction with discharge quarter and are not shown here; the model with an interaction term including urban location was single level (with clustering of standard errors by individual hospital as the multilevel model did not converge). The "mean predicted receipt of a daily CXR" was calculated as the average of the predicted probabilities of obtaining a daily CXR for all patients within each discharge quarter and each hospital-level factor strata (e.g., hospital bed number, geographic region).
eFigure 3. Crude and Piecewise Regression-based Predicted Percentage of Patients
Receiving a Chest Radiograph Every Day (up to 7 days) Following Mechanical Ventilation Initiation by Discharge Quarter CI: confidence interval; CXR: chest radiograph; MV: mechanical ventilation. The predicted percentage of patients receiving a daily CXR was calculated as the average of the predicted probabilities of obtaining a daily CXR for all patients within each discharge quarter using the piecewise regression-based model.
eMethods. Methods for Estimating Hospital Cost Savings Associated with Reduced
Daily CXR Use Across the US Assumptions:
1. all hospitals in the highest three quartiles of daily CXR use (n=312) instead performed daily CXRs only as often as the hospital with the highest rate of daily CXR use in the lowest quartile of everyday use; and, 2. these high use hospitals instead performed CXRs on 50% of MV days (rather than 100%) for the patients who received CXRs every day at their hospital. CS tech = cost savings from technical services in cohort hospitals CS prof = cost savings from professional services in cohort hospitals 5. Extrapolate cost savings from included cohort hospitals (n=416) to total cost savings (CS total ) for all acute care hospitals in 2014 in the US which were likely to care for MV patients (H US ) 1 :
